Congratulations. If you are reading this, then you are about to take the World History II SOL test. This is your last opportunity to master the WHII Curriculum. This packet was made with you in mind. The questions, tips, charts, pictures, etc. that follow are aligned directly with the WHII Standards. Master this packet and you will master the World History II SOL.
THE REST OF THE RENAISSANCE STANDARDS FOCUS ON TWO THINGS.

FINE ARTS
Below are the four major cultural contributors to the Renaissance. Match cultural contributor to their major work.
1. SHAKEPEARE __
2. GUTENBERG __
3. DA VINCI __
4. MICHELANGELO __

A. To be or not to be is the question.
B. That is the question.
C. __
D. __

HUMANISM
What is the key word in Humanism?
So, what is the key focus in Humanism?
Which of the following best describe Humanism?

RELIGIOUS SECULAR
What would Erasmus say is the difference between Humanism & what was believed before?

DEFINITION:
RENAISSANCE (n)-

GEOGRAPHY: CIRCLE WHERE THE RENAISSANCE BEGAN...

LIST THE FIVE MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
1. ____________________
2. ____________________
3. ____________________
4. ____________________
5. ____________________

How is HINDUISM monotheistic?
What happens when you DIE?
What is their SOCIAL HIERARCHY called?

What part of JUDAISM is revolutionary?
What is their SET OF LAWS called?
What is their HOLY BOOK called?

Who founded BUDDHISM?
How do you reach ENLIGHTENMENT?
Who spread this religion to the rest of ASIA?

What RELIGION is the basis for CHRISTIANITY?
Who is the FOUNDER of this religion?
What did the CHRISTIANS add to the TORAH?

Who is the founder of ISLAM?
What is their HOLY BOOK?
What are their HOLY CITIES?

THESE RELIGIONS PERMEATE THE COURSE. KNOW THE ABOVE BACKWARDS AND FORWARDS. IT CAN GIVE YOU THE CULTURAL BACKGROUND TO HELP YOU OUT DURING THE REST OF THE COURSE!!!

SO... YOU KNOW WHERE IT BEGAN.... BUT WHICH DIRECTION DID IT SPREAD FROM THERE. CIRCLE ONE.
NORTH SOUTH EAST WEST

IN A FEW WORDS, DESCRIBE THE PREVIOUS FEW CENTURIES IN EUROPE. (600-1500).

** THIS IS ONE OF THE LEAST QUESTIONED SECTIONS OF THE SOL. DO NOT SPEND THE BULK OF YOUR REVIEW TIME HERE. THERE WILL BE FAR MORE QUESTIONS ON THE NEXT SECTION... RELIGION!!!!
DO NOT SLEEP ON THE REFORMATION!!! THERE ARE AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF SOL STANDARDS DEALING WITH THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION. DON’T JUST GLANCE OVER THIS. AS FAR AS TERMS and STANDARDS GO, THIS IS IN THE UPPER TIER OF TOPICS.

THE BASICS:

**PROTESTANT REFORMATION** (n)-

DEFINITION:

WHICH RELIGION IS BEING CHALLENGED/REFORMED:

HINDUISM  JUDAISM  BUDDHISM  CHRISTIANITY  ISLAM

WHO OFFICIALLY STARTED THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION

---

THE REFORMERS

THE EARLY REFORMERS (PRE-LUTHERAN)

Associate ONE word with each of these two.

WYCLIFFE  HUS

What happens to both of them?

THE BIG FOUR REFORMERS

SUMMARIZE THE BELIEFS OF THE FOLLOWING:

CALVINISM  ANGLICANISM

MARTIN LUTHER

95 THESIS-

TRANSLATE:

“SALVATION BY FAITH ALONE”

THE AFTERMATH

GERMANY

WHERE WAS MARTIN LUTHER FROM?

SO. WHAT RELIGION DOMINATED GERMANY?

HOWEVER,

THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE (LED BY THE HAPSBURG) REMAINED LOYAL TO THE CHURCH

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE TWO LED TO ONE OF THE BIGGEST WARS THE WORLD HAD EVER SEEN KNOWN AS:

THE OUTCOME OF THIS WAR WAS THAT:

FRANCE

HUGUENOTS (n)-

THE ABOVE WERE ALLOWED TO PRACTICE THEIR RELIGION FREELY DUE TO:

LED FRANCE DURING THE THIRTY YEARS WAR.

CATHOLIC COUNTER REFORMATION

THE CATHOLICS RALLIED AROUND THEIR FAITH BY RE-AFFIRMING MOST OF THEIR PRINCIPLES AT THE:

WHICH GROUP WAS FOUND TO SPREAD CATHOLICISM WORLDWIDE?

HOW COULD THE CATHOLICS ENSURE THAT THE PEOPLE WERE STAYING TRUE TO DOCTRINE?
HOW DID EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AIDE IN NAVIGATION?

COMPASS

ASTROLABE

LATEEN SAILS

WHAT IS THE KEY ITEM(s) TRADED FOR EACH LEG OF THE TRIANGLE TRADE?
1. ____________________________ 2. ____________________________ 3. ____________________________

WHAT "COMPANIES" CONQUERED IN ASIA?

LABEL THE ROUTES OF THE FOLLOWING EXPLORERS:

WHAT does each of the following aide in navigation?

1. ____________________________ 2. ____________________________ 3. ____________________________

NAME TWO THINGS THE EUROPEANS WANTED HERE
1. ____________________________ 2. ____________________________

INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR

IMPACT

THE AMERICAS

What is the name of the labor system forced on the Native Americans?

What becomes of the Aztecs/Incas?

AFRICA

During this era, what part of Africa did the Europeans set up their trading posts?

WHAT "COMPANIES" CONQUERED IN ASIA?
IMPACT OF GLOBAL TRADE ON REGIONAL CIVILIZATIONS

OTTOMAN EMPIRE

OK. So, you don’t need dates on the SOL, but...

1453=
And they changed the name of the CAPITAL from:

CONSTANTINOPLE
(The BYZANTINE CAPITAL)
To the new (and current) name of the 2nd Largest City on earth:

_________________

KNOWING WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THIS REGION...
(AND THE SYMBOL ON ITS FLAG)
WHAT WAS THE KEY UNIFYING FORCE IN THE OTTOMAN EMIRE???

_________________

WHY DID VOLTAIRE ADMIRE THE OTTOMANS?

WHAT TWO ITEMS WERE THE MOST TRADED FROM HERE?

MUGHAL EMPIRE

The MUGHALS took on the religion that came to them from the West... So, much like the Ottomans, they were:

WHAT EXAMPLE OF MUGHAL ARCHITECTURE IS A WONDER OF THE WORLD?

_________________

The Ottomans are known Coffee/Ceramics...
What were the Mughals Trading?

_________________

ALL OF EUROPE IS CLAMORING TO GET TO INDIA DURING THIS TIME.
1. Who was the first to get here?
2. What group conquered here?

QING DYNASTY

The Chinese have been ruled by Dynasty after Dynasty... The last one?

THE QING DYNASTY

Everyone wanted to get to India and China. In India, the area was taken over by the:

BRITISH EAST INDIA CO.

_________________

Trade in Qing China was controlled by the emperor. So, foreign European nations set up

(LATER KNOWN AS SPHERES OF INFLUENCE)

TOKUGAWA SHOGUNATE

Japan had an emperor, but they had no power

THIS guy had all the power

Under his orders, Japan set up a foreign policy known as SAKOKU to keep out foreigners:

SAKOKU=

_________________
MATCH THESE 14 DEAD WHITE GUYS WITH THEIR ACHIEVEMENT

COPERNICUS

BAROQUE MUSIC

HELIOCENTRIC

KEPLER

TELESCOPE

GALILEO

NEWTON

HARVEY

HOBBES

GRAVITY

LOCKE

RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE

BACH

DELACROIX

MONTESQUIEU

ROUSSEAU

VOLTAIRE

MOZART

CERVANTES

TELESCOPE

BAROQUE MUSIC

HELIOCENTRIC

ELLIPTICAL

LEVIATHAN

GRAVITY

RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE

CLASSICAL MUSIC

BLOOD CIRCULATION

TELESCOPE

HELIOCENTRIC

ELLIPTICAL

LEVIATHAN

RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE

SOCIAL CONTRACT

PARLIAMENTARY GENERAL

CLASSICAL MUSIC

BLOOD CIRCULATION

PARLIAMENTARY GENERAL

CLASSICAL MUSIC

BLOOD CIRCULATION

AS FAR AS KINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW FOR ABSolutism… YOU ONLY NEED TO KNOW:

TWO KINGS

LOUIS XIV

PETEr THE GREAT

HOW OFTEN IN HISTORY CAN YOU FIND A GUY WHO CAN BE COMPLETELY SUMMED UP IN ONE BUILDING?

ANSWER: ONCE

WHY DOES PETER WANT TO GO VISIT PLACES LIKE THIS?

WHAT WAS HIS HOUSE CALLED?

HOW DID THIS HOUSE CENTRALIZE HIS POWER?

WHAT CHANGES DOES HE MAKE WHEN HE GETS BACK TO RUSSIA?

NOW THAT YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH ABSOLUTE RULERS…

LET’S KILL ONE!

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIGHTS OF ENGLISHMEN

ELIZABETH I’s 2nd COUSIN became king in 1625…

WHO CHOSE HIM TO BECOME KING?

(HINT: It rhymes with SOD.)

He broke a promise to give more rights to the people and arrested much of his own Parliament. This started a…

He loses the Civil War and is…

EXEcutED

Parliamentary General ________ takes over the Republic. But, they hate him and bring back the dead King’s son Charles II in what is known as the _________. Political parties form and eventually Parliament works to bring in a new king, _________ and Mary in the ________ Revolution. They then signed the _________.

DIVINE RIGHT OF KINGS

WHO’s HAND IS THIS?

SO… HOW DOES THIS GUY CLAIM HE IS THE LEGITIMATE RULER???
How did these guys affect the French Revolution?

Locke - Montesquieu - Voltaire - Rousseau

What major event that you celebrate every July 4th was both a cause & an inspiration to the French Revolution?

What is nationalism?

According to the SOL, there are only two events from the French Revolution you need to know...

1. What is going on here?
2. Why are they doing it?

1. What is this thing?
2. What do they call the time when this thing was chopping non-stop?

1. _____________________
2. _____________________

1. _____________________
2. _____________________

Trace the leadership transition from King to Emperor

Monarchy
King

Republic
Comm. of Public Safety

Empire
Emperor

The Congress of Vienna

Congress to-do list

1. _____________________
2. _____________________
3. _____________________

Out of this struggle for rights that began with the Enlightenment, there were revolutions all over the world. The causes, events, and outcomes of these revolutions gave birth to new political philosophies known as:

Liberals vs. Conservatives

Label the following as Liberal or Conservative.

Obedience to political authority _____ FRENCH REVOLUTION _____
Life, liberty, & property _____ ENLIGHTENMENT _____
Against all revolutions _____ ORGANIZED RELIGION _____

What historical revolution gave rise to Napoleon?

In the end, was Napoleon... Successful or unsuccessful in his attempt to unify Europe under one ruler?

What was his major contribution to European law?

According to the SOL, what is the Doctrine of the Congress?

Do the people of Europe, simply follow these new rules?

When do they strike back?

What is the outcome? 😐?
After the **Balance of Power** was restored by the **Congress of Vienna**, the center of Europe still had nationalistic goals to form their own nations. **German & Italian Unification** upset the **Balance of Power** by creating two strong new nations in the center of Europe that would play a huge role in world history over the next few decades.

**German Unification** was essentially the work of one man: __________. He used two methods:

1. __________
2. __________

**REALPOLITIK** (n) - __________

**TALE OF TWO ITALYS**

Led by the Kingdom of __________

The Italian Bismarck was known as Count __________

(Used Italian **REALPOLITIK**)

led the Unification in the South.

The last part of Italy to join is probably the most famous city on the peninsula: __________

**KNOW YOUR CASTAS** (castes)

**MESTIZO**

BORN: __________

PARENTS: __________

PREVALENCE RANK (#1-#4) # __________

**CREOLE**

BORN: __________

PARENTS: __________

PREVALENCE RANK (#1-#4) # __________

**PENINSULAR**

BORN: __________

PARENTS: __________

PREVALENCE RANK (#1-#4) # __________

**MULATTO**

BORN: __________

PARENTS: __________

PREVALENCE RANK (#1-#4) # __________

**Characteristics of the Colonial System in 19th Century Latin America**

When the Spanish arrived in the New World, what did they base their new governments on?

What religion has had such an effect on Latin America that today 42% of this religion live here?

Which of the 3 G's (God, Gold, Glory) remained important to the Spanish in the New World?

What do the following have in common: Havana, Mexico City, Lima, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires?

What system of **FORCED LABOR** did the Spanish use against the Native Americans?
What SPANISH PRIEST started the CRY for INDEPENDENCE in MEXICO?

Who led LATIN AMERICAN Independence in South America?

What is his nickname?

What’s UNIQUE about HAITI’s Independence Movement?

Who led the Revolution here?

WHEN DOES THIS REVOLUTION OCCUR?

ONCE THE SPANISH ARE GONE, WHY DON’T THEY EVER COME BACK?

 WHAT’s THE REAL REASON?

CIRCLE THE NATION WHERE THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BEGAN.

CIRCLE THE TWO ELEMENTS THAT THEY HAD IN ABUNDANCE THAT ALLOWED THEM TO HAVE THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION.

WRITE TWO CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOLLOWING:

1. COTTAGE INDUSTRY:
2. __________________________

1. FACTORY:
2. __________________________

***LATIN AMERICA is one of the newest features of the SOL. It was just a small section, but has recently become its own unit. So, don’t just glance past Latin America… IT’S IMPORTANT…

IX
The Industrial Revolution changed people's lives. So, in the countries that industrialized, list **four** things that... 

**Increased**

1. _______
2. _______
3. _______
4. _______

**Conditions in the Factory**

Where would he have worked before this?

Is this a fun place to work?

Why would you hire this kid?

This kid's boss used to be his parents. Now, who is the boss of his whole family?

**Social Effects**

How did the Industrial Revolution affect...

- Child Labor?
- Education?
- Suffrage?

The Workers Strike Back

The workers joined together to fight for their rights...

What are groups of workers who work for worker rights?

What is their ultimate weapon against the factory owners?

Follow the Logic

Cotton gin made cotton very profitable in US South

So, what might the US South want to grow tons of?

Who is growing this cotton?

Would the US South want to get rid of their free workers?

**Facts You Need to Know for the Industrial Revolution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Invention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hargreaves</td>
<td>Steam Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watt</td>
<td>Spinning Jenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney</td>
<td>Smallpox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenner</td>
<td>Germ Theory &amp; Bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bessemer</td>
<td>Cotton Gin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasteur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were a ton of economic & technological changes...

**The Free Market**

What is the free market?

Who is the key thinker?

**Communism**

What do you do with the wealth?

Who is the key thinker?
The SOL stresses the **THREE** forms IMPERIALISM can take…

**COLONY**  
**Protectorate**  
**Sphere of Influence**

What made **VIRGINIA** a **colony**?

What did the British offer in return when they made the **Gold Coast** a **Protectorate**?

Who has a **Sphere of Influence** behind the “**Friendship Archway**” in downtown **DC**?

Which continent ends up dominating this?

(As we mentioned in the **DISCOVERY UNIT**)  
Which company **DOMINATED** India?  
What **NATIONALIST** organization arose here to fight for **INDEPENDENCE**?

What role did **AMERICA** play in opening trade with **JAPAN**?

**DESCRIBE THE BOXER REBELLION…**

**CAUSES OF THE GREAT WAR**

**DATE:** _______________________________  
**EVENT:** _______________________________  
**SIGNIFICANCE:** _______________________________

**ADD UP THE ABOVE THREE INGREDIENTS AND YOU GET…**

**WHAT HAPPENED TO GET RUSSIA TO LEAVE THE WAR?**
WWI MVPs

WOODROW WILSON
Why was he important during WWI?

KAISER WILHELM
Why was he important during WWI?

THEY ALL
Who mandated themselves to take over the former colonies of the above?

According to this treaty, WHOSE FAULT WAS WWI?

WHAT WAS WILSON’S 14TH POINT?

TREATY of VERSAILLES
A good deal of the fighting in this war was done by the colonies of the European nations. WHAT DID THE COLONIES WANT IN RETURN FOR THEIR SERVICE? (did they get it?)

After this war, what do ALL OF THE FOLLOWING EMPIRES have in common?
RUSSIAN-OTTOMAN-GERMAN-AUSTRIAN

They all_____________________

What Empire did these used to belong to?

Who gave Britain and France the AUTHORITY to rule over these areas? Who mandated this?

** THE SOL LITERALLY PAYS NO ATTENTION TO 6-12 ON THIS MAP. AS A QUICK SUMMARY HERE ARE THE HIGHLIGHTS:
- BRITAIN/FRANCE TAKE OTTOMAN EMPIRE’S LAND AFTER WWI
- LED TO FUTURE CONFLICTS IN 20TH CENTURY

The Interwar Period can be divided into three topics.
1. League of Nations
2. Great Depression
3. Rise of Dictators

1. League of Nations
WHAT WAS THE GOAL OF THIS GROUP?

WHO IS NOTICEABLY ABSENT FROM THIS GROUP?

WHAT WAS THE LEAGUE’S MAJOR STRATEGIC DRAWBACK?

** THIS IS ANOTHER AREA YOU CANNOT JUST SKIP PAST THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF INFORMATION THE SOL WANTS YOU TO KNOW HERE!!!!

1.a. THE MANDATE SYSTEM

1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 weren’t born as Mandates… What Empire did these used to belong to?

Under the Mandate System, who controls them now?

Who gave Britain and France the AUTHORITY to rule over these areas? Who mandated this?

** THE SOL LITERALLY PAYS NO ATTENTION TO 6-12 ON THIS MAP. AS A QUICK SUMMARY HERE ARE THE HIGHLIGHTS:
- BRITAIN/FRANCE TAKE OTTOMAN EMPIRE’S LAND AFTER WWI
- LED TO FUTURE CONFLICTS IN 20TH CENTURY

By 1917, the Tsar had a whole list of things not going his way…
1. (1905) ___________
2. (1905) ___________
3. (1914-1918) ______

FOLLOW THE REVOLUTION

1613- March 1917

March-Nov. 1917

Nov. 1917-1991

RISE OF COMMUNISM
What group of RADICAL REVOLUTIONARIES led the 2nd Russian Revolution?

Who led this group?

What was his NEP?

What was the goal of this group?

What was the League’s major strategic drawback?

The Interwar Period
1919-1939

the most important treaty of all time

why was he important during WWI?

why was he important during WWI?
2. Great Depression

What role did the TREATY OF VERSAILLES play in GERMANY during the 1920s?

How did AMERICAN DOMINANCE OF THE ECONOMY turn out to be a negative for the planet?

What was the CREDIT problem that fed into the CRASH?

OCTOBER 1929=

3. Rise of the Dictators

**The SOL wants you to know that the aggressors who started WWII didn’t just show up overnight. Most of them used the economic turmoil of the GREAT DEPRESSION to help them take TOTAL CONTROL of their people... Here are four examples:**

**STALIN**

WHAT ECONOMIC POLICY DID STALIN TAKE FROM LENIN??

POLICIES OF THE MAN OF STEEL:
1. WHAT WAS THE GOAL OF THE 5-YEAR PLAN?
2. HOW DO YOU COLLECTIVIZE THE FARMS?
3. WHAT IS THE TERM THAT IS GIVEN TO STALIN’s PLAN TO GET RID OF ALL OF HIS ENEMIES?

**Adolf Hitler**

WHAT GROUP DID HITLER HATE THE MOST? ___________
WHAT GROUP DID HITLER LOVE THE MOST? ___________
WHEN HITLER WENT INTO OTHER COUNTRIES LOOKING FOR LIEBENSRAUM... WHAT WAS HE AFTER?
WHAT WAS HITLER’s POLITICAL PARTY CALLED ______?

**Mussolini**

Mussolini is considered to be the founder of what form of gov’t?

What historical Italian empire did he want to bring back?

Where did he attempt to spread his IMPERIAL wings?

**Tojo & Hirohito**

Which group had the MOST power in Japan at this time?

Why did Japan start invading and conquering other countries?

**THERE IS NO SINGLE EVENT THAT IS BIGGER THAN WORLD WAR II. OVER 80 MILLION PEOPLE DIED. MOST OF THE WORLD WAS INVOLVED IN SOME WAY. THE RAMIFICATIONS OF THIS EVENT ARE STILL BEING FELT TODAY. IT IS THE 2nd MOST QUESTIONED UNIT!!!!**

**WHAT POLICY WAS SOLIDIFIED AT THE MUNICH CONFERENCE?**

**WHY DON’T THESE TWO STEADY IN AND SAVE THE DAY?**

**WHAT DID THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES SOLIDIFY?**

**LIST TWO PROBLEMS WITH THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES.**
1. _______ _______
2. _______ _______

**THERE IS NO SINGLE EVENT THAT IS BIGGER THAN WORLD WAR II. OVER 80 MILLION PEOPLE DIED. MOST OF THE WORLD WAS INVOLVED IN SOME WAY. THE RAMIFICATIONS OF THIS EVENT ARE STILL BEING FELT TODAY. IT IS THE 2nd MOST QUESTIONED UNIT!!!!**
TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS THAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT WWII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Leader/Actor</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>German Invasion of Poland</td>
<td>Adolf Hitler</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>German Invasion of Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Germany attacked _______ from above</td>
<td>Adolf Hitler</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Germany attacked _______ from above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>_____ quickly fell to the Nazi Invasion.</td>
<td>Adolf Hitler</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>_____ quickly fell to the Nazi Invasion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MATCH THESE 10 WORLD LEADERS WITH THEIR WWII ACCOMPLISHMENT

- FDR
- TRUMAN
- EISENHOWER
- MacARTHUR
- MARSHALL
- CHURCHILL
- STALIN
- HITLER
- HIROHITO
- TOJO

OUTCOMES OF WORLD WAR II

- WHICH TWO NATIONS EMERGED AS SUPERPOWERS AFTER WWII?  
- WHAT HAPPENED TO THE NAZI LEADERS WHO WERE CAPTURED AT THE END OF THE WAR?  
- WHAT IS THE NAME GIVEN TO THE METAPHORICAL DIVIDE BETWEEN EAST AND WEST IN EUROPE AFTER THE WAR?  
- WHAT GROUP REPLACED THE TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AFTER WWII?  
- HOW DID THE UNITED STATES TRY TO HELP EUROPE REBUILD AFTER WWII?  
- WHAT TWO ALLIANCES AROSE AFTER THE END OF WWII THAT CAME TO SYMBOLIZE THE COLD WAR?  
- WHAT BECAME OF GERMANY AFTER WWII (AND BERLIN TOO)?  
- WHO TOOK CONTROL OF JAPAN AFTER WWII AND HELPED THEM RESTRUCTURE THEIR GOVERNMENT?  
- WHAT WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM JAPAN (THAT THEY USED AGAINST US ON DECEMBER 7, 1941)?  
- WHAT DO THE SOUTH KOREAN, JAPANESE, and WEST GERMAN ECONOMIES HAVE IN COMMON AFTER WWII?
**YOU MUST KNOW ALL SIX GENOCIDES OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY**

***HISTORICALLY, THE COLD WAR UNIT IS THE MOST QUESTIONED UNIT ON THE WORLD HISTORY SOL. UP TO 12 OF THE 60 QUESTIONS THAT ARE COUNTED COME FROM THIS ERA. SO IF YOU ARE GOING TO KNOW ONE THING…***

**KNOW THIS!**

IN THE BEGINNING...

What conference marked the “unofficial” beginning of the Cold War?

What money did the Soviet Union refuse from the USA?

COMPARING “US” & “THEM”

ECONOMY:

GOVERNMENT:

What policy of Truman’s is on display here?

***IF YOU CAN’T READ THIS, YOU WILL REALLY BE HURT BY THE LOUS!***

The systematic and purposeful destruction of a racial, political, religious, or cultural group.

**HOLOCAUST**

What word describes a hatred of Judaism?

Who do the Nazis blame for Depression & WWI?

What was the Nazi MASTER RACE?

What was the FINAL SOLUTION?

Which group is being destroyed?

1910s ARMENIA-

1940s EUROPE-

1940s USSR-

1970s CAMBODIA-

1990s RWANDA-

1990s YUGOSLAVIA-

*** IF YOU CAN’T READ THIS, YOU WILL REALLY BE HURT BY THE LOUS! ***
MATCH THE WORLD LEADER TO THEIR COLD WAR ACCOMPLISHMENT

TRUMAN
CHIANG
MAO
HO
I. GANDHI
THATCHER
GORBACHEV
DENG

COLD WAR CHARACTERISTICS

WHAT ALLIANCE GROUP IS THIS? __________________________
WHAT NATION IS THEIR LEADER? ________________________

WHAT ALLIANCE GROUP IS THIS? ________________________
WHAT NATION IS THEIR LEADER? ________________________

WHAT WAS THE SYMBOLIC FOCAL POINT OF THE COLD WAR?

WHAT WAS THE TWO SIDES OF THE CIVIL WAR?
_________________________ vs. ________________________

WHAT STARTED THE KOREAN CONFLICT?

what brand new groups leads the anti-communist side of this conflict?

WHAT WAS THE BOUNDARY BEFORE THE CONFLICT?
WHAT WAS THE BOUNDARY AFTER THE CONFLICT?

WHAT CITY WAS DIVIDED AFTER WORLD WAR II?

WHAT DOES THE WALL BEING TORN DOWN SIGNIFY?

11/9/1989

WHAT WAS THE TWO SIDES OF THE CIVIL WAR?
_________________________ vs. ________________________

WHO WERE THE LEADERS OF EACH SIDE? __________________________ vs. ________________________

WHICH SIDE WON THE CIVIL WAR?

TODAY, MAINLAND CHINA IS ________________________

WHAT WAS THE KOREAN CONFLICT STARTED?

WHAT BRAND NEW GROUPS LEADS THE ANTI-COMMUNIST SIDE OF THIS CONFLICT?

WHAT WAS THE BOUNDARY BEFORE THE CONFLICT?
WHAT WAS THE BOUNDARY AFTER THE CONFLICT?

WHAT WAS THE CITY DIVIDED AFTER WORLD WAR II?

WHAT DOES THE WALL BEING TORN DOWN SIGNIFY?

11/9/1989

HOW DID WE RESOLVE THIS CRISIS INVOLVING MISSILES IN CUBA?

BEFORE AMERICA GOT INVOLVED HERE, WHO WERE THE VIETNAMESE FIGHTING FOR THEIR INDEPENDENCE?

WHO WAS THE COMMUNIST LEADER FOR VIETNAM?

WHAT'S THE policy BEHIND US INVOLVEMENT HERE?

TODAY, VIETNAM IS UNITED & ________________________

PLEASE TRANSLATE THE FOLLOWING RUSSIAN WORDS INTO ENGLISH:

GLASNOST:
PERESTROIKA:

WHAT LAST RUSSIAN PREMIER OVERSAW THE DISMANTLING OF THE USSR?

***IF YOU CAN'T READ THIS, YOU WILL REALLY BE HURT BY THE LOUIS!
** THE OPPOSITE OF THE ERA OF IMPERIALISM IS THE ERA OF INDEPENDENCE. IN THE 19th CENTURY, EUROPEANS CONQUERED AFRICA AND ASIA FOR THEIR RAW MATERIALS AND MARKETS ( ). AFTER THE WORLD WARS (I &II) AND THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER GUARANTEEING COLONIES THE RIGHT TO SELF DETERMINATION, EUROPEAN COLONIES IN AFRICA & ASIA FINALLY EARNED THEIR INDEPENDENCE. THIS IS THEIR STORY.

** MIDDLE EAST

THE MIDDLE EAST AND THEIR INDEPENDENCE ON THE SOL FOCUSES ON TWO PLACES: ISRAEL & EGYPT

WHY DID THE EUROPEAN NATIONS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE HAVE CONTROL OF THE MIDDLE EAST AFTER WWI?

---

** ISRAEL (PALESTINE)

WHO WAS THE “IRON LADY” OF ISRAEL?

WHICH NATION AIDED HER IN HER DEFENSE OF ISRAEL DURING THE YOM KIPPUR WAR?

---

** EGYPT

WHO LED THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION OF 1952 OVER THE KING OF EGYPT?

IN WHAT TWO WAYS DID HE TAKE CONTROL OF EGYPT’s TWO BIGGEST WATER RESOURCES?

1. __________________ 2. ___________________

---

** AFRICA

WHAT GROUP’s CHARTER GUARANTEES INDEPENDENCE FOR ALL COLONIES???

INDEPENDENCE IN AFRICA WAS GAINED IN TWO WAYS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIOLENT</th>
<th>NON-VIOLENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALGERIA</td>
<td>What IMPERIAL nation did Algeria fight for its independence against?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHANA</td>
<td>What non-violent leader worked for independence here?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENYA

Who led what turned into a violent struggle for independence here?

SOUTH AFRICA

APARTHEID (n)-

Who ended the above after 27 years in prison becoming the 1st Black President of South Africa?

---

** INDIA

TRACE MOVEMENT FOR INDEPENDENCE FROM 1848 UNTIL 1948:

1848

1885

1869-1948

1948-TODAY

INDEPENDENT INDIA

WHO BECAME INDIA’s FIRST PRESIDENT?

DESCRIBE PAKISTANI-INDIAN RELATIONS.

---

XVII
THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD

THE VERY LAST PAGES OF THE SOL STANDARDS REVOLVE AROUND A MYRIAD OF ISSUES THAT ARE GOING ON IN THE WORLD TODAY. SO, BELOW IS A TOUR OF THESE IDEAS/EVENTS/RELATIONSHIPS THAT ARE SHAPING THE WORLD AROUND YOU...

TERRORISM

EXAMPLES...

WHAT MOTIVATED THE 1972 PALESTINIAN TERRORIST ATTACK ON THE ISRAELI OLYMPIC ATHLETES?

WHAT GROUP PERPETRATED THE 9/11 ATTACKS ON THE UNITED STATES?

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THEIR LEADER?

CIRCLE THREE REGIONS THAT HAVE EXPERIENCE TERRORIST ACTIVITIES.

HOW HAVE GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD RESPONDED TO TERROR?

ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE

THE WORLD IS BECOMING AN EVERMORE CONNECTED PLACE. SO, THE SOL WANTS YOU TO KNOW HOW THE WORLD OF TODAY IS POLITICALLY AND ECONOMICALLY LINKED.

I’M NOT GOING TO INSULT YOUR INTELLIGENCE HERE, BUT THE SOL WANTS YOU TO KNOW THAT BOTH TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS HAVE INCREASED IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING:

REGIONAL INTEGRATION:
EUROPEAN UNION

TRADE AGREEMENTS:
WTO
NAFTA

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
IMF
United Nations

WHAT ARE SOME ENVIRONMENTAL and SOCIAL CHANGES FACING THE PLANET?